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Setting	up	DDMRP	buffers	for	discontinuous	demand	
 
 
Business context 
 
In many industries, sales for a product do not happen daily. This is often the case when the 
customer is not the final consumer of the goods. Even high volume products are sold and shipped 
intermittently when the customer is a wholesaler or distributor. The resulting sales pattern is then 
discontinuous. 
 
Problem Statement 
 
One of the most important parameters for DDMRP buffer calculation is the Average Daily Usage 
(ADU). The ADU represents the average daily demand that is expected to be seen by the buffer. 
The ADU does not contain any information about the variability of the demand. This information is 
contained in the Variability Factor, but as we will see shortly, the variability factor is not suitable for 
discontinuous demand patterns. 
 
Let’s assume I have a product with and ADU of 10 units per day which I am selling out of my 
distribution centre. I can calculate a buffer sized for an ADU of 10 but it makes a huge difference if I 
sell 10 units on average every day or 100 units on average every 10 days. 
 
For example, here below is a random lognormal series with mean =10 and median =6. 
 

5, 6, 17, 49, 2, 9, 4, 11, 28, 1, 5, 5, 4, 10, 3, 29, 9, 8, 2, 13 
 
Despite the high variability, this is still a pattern with every day demand of 10 “on average” and a 
buffer can be easily calculated by allocating the product to a standard buffer profile (maybe a 
medium or high variability buffer profile). 
 
However, things start to fall apart when the demand pattern is something like: 
 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 32, 0, 0, 38, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 109, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 314, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 13 

 
Both these series have the same ADU. Figures 1 and 2 give a visual representation of these patterns. 
 

 
Figure 1: Continuous sales pattern with ADU = 10 

 
Figure 2: Discontinuous sales pattern with ADU = 10 
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When the demand follow this second pattern then every order will be much higher than the ADU, 
and in fact it’s likely that every order will be bigger than the spike threshold as well. 
 
We discovered that with such demand patterns, even while using a standard high variability buffer 
profile, the buffer is not acting like a buffer anymore. What happens is that most customer orders 
are considered as spike as soon as they enter the spike horizon and this results in the net flow 
dropping sharply into the yellow or even red zone of the buffer. This will immediately trigger a 
resupply order that must be supplied to the buffer on time, since the customer order is likely to 
collapse the buffer. 
To avoid this from happening the red zone and spike threshold should be sized appropriately.  
Unfortunately, buffer calculations and parameter settings used in standard buffer profiles do not 
help. Defining a variability factor and spike threshold combination that work well is difficult and need 
to be discovered by trial & error for every product. 
 
It should be noted that this is generally not an issue if the Green Zone is constrained by a big MOQ, 
since the likelihood of the incoming spike dropping the net flow below TOY will be much smaller in 
this case. 
 
Proposed direction of solution 
 
The proposed solution is to find a factor or variable, that can manipulate the buffer by taking into 
account the discontinuous nature of the demand pattern, while maintaining the standard buffer 
profiles and the default spike threshold (typically 50% of red zone). 
The solution we are proposing is to split the variability in two elements treated independently by two 
independent factors: 
 

1. The variability originated by variances in sales (5, 6, 17, etc), which is managed by the 
Variability Factor as it is today. 

 
2. The variability originated by the discontinuous nature of the sales pattern, which is managed 

by a new factor, which is defined as the square root of the total number of days in the period 
divided by the days with sales. 

 
SQ-factor = SQRT (Total days / Days with sales) 

 
This SQ-Factor is integrated in the formula to calculate the Red Zone AND in the formula to calculate 
the spike threshold. 
 
Example: 
 
The yearly demand for product P is 7300 units. The sales are stable and therefore the ADU is 

7300/365= 20 Units a day. 
 
But the demand pattern is discontinuous, with about 3 to 4 orders per month for 180 units of P on 
average with quite some variation. We had 41 customer orders last year, this is the equivalent of 1 
order every 9 days. We calculate the SQ-factor as 
 

SQ-factor = SQRT(365/41) ≈ SQRT(9) = 3 
 
This factor will be included in the calculation of the red zone. 
(DLT = Decoupled lead time; FLT = Lead Time factor; FVAR = Variability factor). 
 

Red Zone = ADU x DLT x FLT x (1+FVAR) x 3 
 
The SQ-Factor will also be used for the calculation of the spike threshold (Note: the default value of 
the threshold is 50% of the red zone). 
 

Spike Threshold = Red Zone x 50% x 3 
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In this specific case, if we assume a 2-weeks lead time, a typical lead times and variability factors of 
50%, we would have a red zone of 630 units. An average order of 180 units would therefore 
represent 29% of the red zone. The spike threshold would be 945 units or 5.25 times a typical order 
(Figure 3, C). 
 
Figure 3 is showing different buffers for P used in this example. 
A is representing the base case for continuous demand. The blue diamond represents the average 
customer order size, which in this case is the same as the ADU. 
B is representing the same buffer but with discontinuous demand. Note how the average (customer) 
order size is now almost the same size as the red zone and bigger than the spike threshold.  
C is the buffer with the SQ-factor applied. 
D is the buffer with the SQ-factor applied to the Green Zone as well (see discussion below). 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Buffer comparisons for product P. A) regular buffer for continuous demand, B) same buffer, discontinuous demand, 
C) with SQ-factor applied, D) as in C but SQ-factor also applied for the Green Zone 

Potential pitfalls and obstacles 
 
When the green zone is too small it has a negative impact on the buffer; most customer orders will 
immediately bring the net flow in the yellow zone and trigger a replenishment, therefore generating 
a lot-for-lot behaviour of the buffer. The result is that demand variability is not really absorbed by 
the buffer. In the case above the calculated green zone would be 140 units. Note also that the top of 
the on-hand inventory range would be Red + Green = 630+140 = 770 units. This is slightly below 
the spike threshold (Figure 3, C), which means that a customer order between 770 and 945 units 
will collapse the buffer. For this reason, we recommend applying the SQ-factor to the calculation of 
the green zone as well. By doing this we achieve a green zone of 3 x 140 units = 420 units. As a 
result, variability is better buffered, the propagated demand signal is less variable and the buffer is 
less likely to collapse due to a single order. 
 
Documented implementation or simulation case 
 
This approach has been successfully applied for the simulation modelling of distribution centre 
DDMRP buffers of a gas & oil company as well as in simulation and piloting in a Swiss consumer 
goods manufacturer. 
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